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The experimental Instrument-engineering factory, Kaluga has released a new generation of lamps
average power of Pandora LED 520АЕG-120 for wide range of applications. Lighting plant EFFEST
released led lamp Quarter intended for outdoor lighting and street yard areas for various purposes.
The company Camelion expanded the range of led spotlights SND series LFL with the degree of
protection IP54. Philips has released a series of compact electronic transformers Primaline for lowvoltage halogen lamps of 12 V. The portal Svet2.com is industrial energy saving led lamp Navigator
NHB-P1-LED. LED trunking system Conventional Wisdom LED Covered Lexus IS The company shvabePerm oﬀers led street lights, DKU 67 mounted on l-shaped brackets and torshernye support. JSC ASTZ
updated series of high-quality lighting devices and proposes to implement the following products
irradiator for greenhouses series ЖСП21-400 ЖСП21-600 and ЖСП21-1000 watts with electronic
BALLAST Asha plant lighting oﬀers a wide range of explosion-proof lamps for various industries. The
led street lamps MAG3 designed and manufactured at the company Liderlayt is a harmonic realization
of lighting products based on technological innovation of high-performance LEDs are the best
construction materials and excellent build quality. Petushki metal plant produced electronic ballasts
CrossElectro. Electronic ballasts electronic ballasts are series of products 3S and 5S. The company
Atomvet Energoservis Russian supplier of unique led lighting ﬁxtures TM Atomvet. The product range
is represented by luminaires intended for illumination of industrial and public facilities streets,
highways and sports facilities and led equipment specially designed for operation in harsh
environments. The Grid company and Technology has released a new led ﬂashlight Ultraﬂash
LED3804MS series Accu Proﬁ. Osram produced LEDs Ostar Projection Power with the surface area of
the crystal 12 mm2 in a new compact package. The company Lisma has started mass production of
incandescent lamps in frosted bulb. The company TEM-invest has released a series of led lamps GSS
with motion sensor and light. Goreks-Lighting produced an illumination system based on led lights
FRS. Low-power but super-bright diode lighting system reduces energy consumption compared to
other light sources several times. News of electrical engineering represent a new product from the
company DEHN SPD DEHNshield ZP. Fastwel
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